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Accommodations in Karlsruhe
How to find accommodation in Karlsruhe
Finding an accommodation in Karlsruhe is not always easy
and may even be a challenge since there are quite a lot of
people looking for an apartment close to the beginning of
the semester. Therefore, we highly recommend that you
start looking for an accommodation as soon as possible!
The student dorms often require an application a few
months before the start of the semester, and usually
require a minimum stay of 6 months. Most students in
Karlsruhe take a room in shared apartments. As places
in the center are highly sought after, rooms outside of the
city are often more affordable and easier to find. Many
places outside of Karlsruhe can be reached conveniently
via the local transport system, usually tram and/or bus.

students. Several people live in one apartment, earch of
them has a seperate bedroom whilst bathroom, kitchen
and living room are shared.
> WG-gesucht
> WG-Suche

Apartments
If you prefer to have your own place, there are some
apartments that can be rented. We recommend to
search for fully furnished apartments so that you do not
need to buy furniture right away.
> WG-gesucht
> Housing Everywhere
> HC24

Student Residences

Temporary Accommodations

There are several student halls of residence in Karlsruhe
and often the most affordable accommodation. Thus,
they are high on demand and you should apply for a
place as early as possible. It is best to apply up to six
months before you want to move in.
> Studentenwerk Karlsruhe
> HaDiKo

If you were not successful in finding an accomodation in
time, you might find a cheaper place for a few days:
> Karlsruhe Youth Hostel
> Hostel Kaiserpassage
> airbnb

Websites in German:
> Kolping Jugendwohnen Karlsruhe
> Evangelisches Lehrlings- und Jugendwohnheim e.V.
> Kolleg am Ring
> Insterburg
> Studentenheim Oberrhein
> Hans-Freudenberg-Kolleg
> Domus 7
> Schwabenhaus

If you want to live together with other Karls students or
you want to share your or read about their experiences,
our Playspace in Microsoft Teams is a good place for that.
You can connect as Karls Student with our Accomodation
Channel in MS Teams. In this channel current and former
students post free rooms or available flats e.g. when they
graduate and move out of their place.

Shared Apartments

Phone: +49 721 48095 0
Email: admissions@karlshochschule.de

In Germany, shared apartment are quite common among

Join our Accomondation Channel

We are happy to support you personally

https://www.karlshochschule.de/en/university/services/accommodation-service/

